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Languages differ from one another in many ways.

• vocabulary, grammar, etc.

e.g., “The elephant ate the peanuts”

• Inclusion of tense

e.g., tense required in English, not in Mandarin or Indonesian

• Specification of gender

e.g., in Russian, past tense form would have to specify gender of peanut eater

• Specification of quantity

e.g., in Russian, were all the peanuts eaten or just a portion?

• Source of knowledge

e.g., in Turkish, must specify if peanut eating was witnessed or just heresay

Do these quirks of language affect how speakers think about 
the world?



The Whorfian View

Strong version

Language determines your thoughts and actions.

Long since abandoned

Weak version

Language embodies a world view; it carves up the world into categories.

As a result, language critically shapes thoughts and actions.

a.k.a. linguistic relativity

also implied: languages differ in important ways from one another

Alternative to linguistic relativity

Brain operates without use of language.

Internal representations might be richer, more continuous.

Language is only an output system.



Language and Thought

Noncontroversial: We can think about things that we can’t/
don’t express in language.

e.g., images, emotions, nonlinguistic propositions

space of mental representations

space of verbal representations
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Languages differ in the relations used to describe relative positions of objects 
(in, on, above, etc.).

e.g., put in: Korean has two words depending on whether outcome is tight fit 
or not (glove on hand vs. fruit in bowl)

Shapes and substances

Languages differ in the extent to which they make grammatical distinctions 
between object that have shape (e.g., cookies) and substances (e.g., mud).

e.g., English: some mud, a cookie, a cup of mud; Japanese: cup of cookies
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Number

Prelinguistic infants and nonhuman primates can represent exact 
numerosities for small sets (<= 3 objects) and approx. num. for larger sets.

Experimental studies examine the role of language for representation of exact 
numerosity of large sets.
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Frames of Reference

Coordinate systems used to compute the location of one 
object with respect to another.

Defined by (a) origin of coordinate system, (b) direction of principle axes, and 
(c) scale of principle axes

Reference frames can be prescribed by

• viewer (“the window is to my left”)

• objects (“the handle is above the base”)

• environment (“the projector is at the west end of the room”)

up

right

front

up

right

front



Terminology

Terms used in the article

relative FoR = viewer-based

intrinsic FoR = object-based

absolute FoR = environment based

FoRs used in language to specify spatial relationship 
between thing to be located and landmark.

For communication, relative FoR imposes listener burden.

Focus of article on ‘table top space’ vs. geographic spac

Different representational systems may be at work depending on scale, and 
depending on whether objects are roughly reachable.



FoR and Languages/Cultures



Experiments

Dutch and Tzltal speakers

Subjects shown a spatial relation on table, then rotated 180 
degrees and asked to solve a spatial task.

Rotation teases apart relative and absolute FoRs.

Memory for a spatial configuration:



Memory for motion and path direction:



Transitive inference

Relative FoR: A left-of B, B left-of C -> A left-of C
Absolute FoR: A south-of B, C way south-of B



Concerns Addressed by Experimenters

Claim that testing conditions controlled across populations.

Claim that there are no environmental or cultural confounds.

Have obtained similar results with a wide variety of languages that cut across 
environmental and cultural factors.

Absolute/relative FoR confounded with rural/urban 
environment. Could effects be due to environment?

Some rural communities use relative FoR in both linguistic and spatial 
reasoning.

Could effects be due to literacy (which is correlated with 
rural/urban environment?

Within populations, no correlation between literacy and preferred FoR on 
cognitive tasks.



FoR and Development

Order of development of relative vs. intrinsic FoR

Use of relative front/back doesn’t appear until 
around 5.
e.g., ball is in front of the tree

Use of intrinsic FoR doesn’t appear until around 4.
e.g., the ball is in front of the man

Order of development of expressions in relative vs. absolute 
languages

Relative expressions in relative languages learned at same age as absolute 
expressions in absolute languages

Both results seem surprising considering neuroscientific 
data suggests that spatial cognition is fundamentally 
egocentric (relative FoR).



Language and Representation

Language is a means by which we can represent our world.

Any representation makes some information explicit, some 
information implicit, and some information inaccessible.

e.g., “Robert Rupert”

e.g., (5’10” 170# 35 303)

e.g., FCQ scores: A-, A, A- B+, A

e.g., 

Information implicit in a representation requires more 
computation to make explicit.



Language, Representation, and Awareness

Hypothesis

We can be aware only of that which is represented explicitly.

To the extent that language represents information only implicitly, language 
makes it more difficult to become aware of the information.

e.g., tenseless languages

Hypothesis

Language contributes to flexibility of behavior.

Language provides symbols/categories from which we can reason
(i.e., apply simple rules)

To the extent that language makes it easier to respond in arbitrary ways to 
stimuli, language contributes to awareness.


